Mou, Tsung-San's Lectures Series

The thumb of contemporary Neo-Confucianism, world-class philosopher, Mou, Tsung-San's script announced after he died in 1995. As exclusive in global books markets, the lectures series (11 topics) were made in New Asia College during 1980-1995 and revised by Legein scholars based on Mou's lecture tapes.

Based on hundreds of archive pictures taken by Legein Society, the book collects many contemporary Confucians' articles that witness and record Neo-Confucians' struggling, developing history, and cultural ambition to improve the world. It also compiles many exclusive, firsthand historic data announced.

Contemporary Neo-Confucians' struggle in Taiwan and Hong Kong during 1975-2014

China Digital Local Chronicle Library

(中國數字方志庫)

- The most numerous rare books, only copies extant, various versions worldwide.
- 2,100 B.C.–1949 A.D. 10 million pages, 1 billion characters, 12,000 ancient books, 4,500 books of full text.
- Collected from libraries, museums, archives, private rare editions.
- More than 8,000 titles of general chronicles of provinces, prefectures, municipalities, counties.
- More than 3700 titles of national chronicles, local records of 30 provinces/municipalities, and various geography, chorography, topology of special subjects, including mountains/waters, water conservancy, famous scenery, ancestral temples, gardens/forests, races, borderlands, travel notes, extra-regional states.

Biaodien Gujin Tushu Jicheng

(標點古今圖書集成)

- The most popular version of digital Gujin Tushu Jicheng (nearly 100 institutional customers).
- The unique punctuation version worldwide, easier to read, understand.
- The greatest, largest encyclopedia worldwide.
- Chinese culture heritage collection of thousands of years.

Chinese Calligraphy and Inscription Collection

(歷代書法碑帖集成)

- 4014 calligraphic models, 700 calligraphers, 10 thousand of Chinese characters, 1.7 million characters in various forms.
- Renowned calligraphists' handwritings, stone rubbings and inscriptions, handwritten scripture of Dun-Huang Caves.
- Throughout 4700 years, including ancient Yin-Shang, Qin, Han, Wei-Jin Nan-Bei Zhao, Tang, Song, Jin, Yuan, Ming, Qing Dynasties.
- Single-Character Databank, Full-Text Databank (for complete works) both searchable.

Lionart Databank

(雄獅美術知識庫)

- Recording 1971-1996 history of Taiwan's art.
- 4000 Chinese artists’ out-of-print works revive in digital form.
- 44 million characters, 33000 articles, 68000 pictures, 10000 pages of nostalgic advertisement, and 12220 vocabulary entries.
- Value-added notes based on Chinese Art Dictionary, Western Art Dictionary, Taiwanese Art Yearbook.

Taiwan Wenxian Congkan

(台灣文獻叢刊)

- The most well-known, complete Taiwan encyclopedia of historical data.
- Various literatures come from Tang Dynasty to the Japanese occupation period.
- Sole copies, out-of-print books, official document, private collection, etc.
- Full text/full image, the most convenient research tool.

Taiwan Wenxian Congkan Xubian

(台灣文獻叢刊續編)

- Rare books/literatures collection of China and Taiwan from Ming Dynasty, Japanese occupation period to 1958.
- The sole full-text/full-image version of the same content globally.
- Sole copies, rare books, manuscripts, 204 kinds, 20 millions of characters.
- Chorography, folkways, literature, official archives, civil commotions, wars, Japanese pirates, 228 Incident, Koxinga’s historical data.

Global Classics of Sinology

(中國學術典籍全庫)

- The most numerous rare books, only copies extant, various versions worldwide.
- 2,100 B.C.–1949 A.D. 10 million pages, 1 billion characters, 12,000 ancient books, 4,500 books of full text.
- Collected from libraries, museums, archives, private rare editions.
- More than 8,000 titles of general chronicles of provinces, prefectures, municipalities, counties.
- More than 3700 titles of national chronicles, local records of 30 provinces/municipalities, and various geography, chorography, topology of special subjects, including mountains/waters, water conservancy, famous scenery, ancestral temples, gardens/forests, races, borderlands, travel notes, extra-regional states.

* udpweb.squarespace.com/s/_2015.xls for content list
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